This paper deals with fast image and video segmentation using active contours. Region based active contours using level-sets are powerful techniques for video segmentation hut they suffer from large computational cost. A parametric active contour method based on B-Spline interpolation has been proposed in [I] to highly reduce the computational cost hut this method is sensitive lo noise. Here, we. choose to relax the rigid interpolation constraint in order to robustify our method in the presence o f noise: by using smoothing splines, we trade a tunable amount of interpolation error for a smoother spline curve. We show by experiments on natural sequences that this new flexibility yields segmentation results of higher quality at no additional computational cost. Hence real time processing for moving objects segmentation is preserved.
INTRODUCTION
We address the problem of image and video segmentation using region-based active contours. The goal of segmentation is to extract image regions corresponding to semantic ohjects. Image and Video segmentation can he cast in a minimization framework by choosing a criterion which includes region and boundary functionals. Boundary func- All these contour or region-based methods use a levelset approach which is accurate hut time consuming.
In this paper, we propose a parametric active contour evolution based on a cubic spline contour [IS].
In Section 2, we present a survey of the region-based criterion, the derivation of the criterion and computation of the velocity vector.
In Section 3, we propose a cubic B-spline implementation. Cubic 9-splines preserve C 2 regularity and have excellent approximation properties [ 161 which means that, for a given accuracy, fewer samples are needed than with other methods; moreover, fast algorithms are available for B-splines, which greatly reduces the computation cost.
Unfortunately, interpolation methods are not rnbust to noise. 'This is why we propose to use smoothing splines [ 171 in the B-spline interpolation approach of [I 81. 'These curves preserve the implementation advantages as the Bsplines while softening the interpolation constraint. The relaxation of the interpolation condition is traded for an oprimal increase of the smoothness of the spline snake. A smoothness parameter controls the amount of relaxation that is allowed.
In Section4, we compare the influence of the smoothing spline parameter with the curve-length regularization cnefficient. Pinally, we show some experiments on real video sequences.
REGION-BASED ACTIVE CONTOURS

Criterion and velocity
Let us define a general segmentation criterion. For each frame of the sequence, we search a background region flout, and an ohject regions a, , , with a common houndary I' (Fig. I ).
Thus we minimize a criterion including hoth region and 
Thecriterion .J($loUt(~), R?,,(T), r(7)) is denotedby J ( T ) .
Thus the computation of the derivative provides:
where K is the curvature of the contour.
The active contourr (7) evolves from an initial position r(0) towards the object with a velocity UN where N i s the inward normal of the active contour:
The velocity expression is deduced from the derivative (2):
The two first terms are global region ones while the third one is a regularization over the contour. A represents some additive local terms which are deduced from the two first region terms in (2). More details (,and proofs) are available in [ZO, 2 I].
Implementation
Region-based active contour evolution can he implemented iii two different ways: fnipllcirlv, hased on the level-set approach [l I]. Such a method provides an implicit management of topological changes and yields accunte results, but it suffers from a high computational cnst.
Exp/icir/v, using active parametric cnntoum Such a method reduces the computatiorial cost substantially and provides a complete control of the data size. The accuracy of the results are dependent on the noise level of the sequence. Using smoothing splines is likely to iiitroduce robustness in this method.
CUBIC SMOOTIIING SPLINES
The ctirvature term in (4) regularizes the contour. In addition, using an interpolation method reduces the size of the data t n handle. We choose cubic spline active contours because cubic splines provide good interpolation accuncy at low computational cost 1161 but also because they mini- 
Cuhic spline Curves
Cubic B-splines basis functions are G'-regular which ensures the existence of the curvature of a cubic spline snake at every point-except, possibly, at cusps.
A curve interpolated with cubic splines is madc of a set of 'n sepments, each specified hy a polynomial expression of degree 3 .
However irrepular sampling requires the computation of n different polynomials which is time consuming. In the uniform sampling case, each segment is defined by the same basis functions. Thus, we focus on unifnrin cubic spline curves.
Interpolation or Approximation Splines?
Our first approach [IS] used a uniform cuhic spline interpolant tn represent the active contour.
The relation hetweenactive contour samples Pk = P ( k ) and U-spline coefficients Q h = Q ( k ) can be written as a convolution:
where 17: is the discrete cubic B-spline kernel. 'The inverse convolution operator is defined by: 1Jsing the prefiltering approach exposed in [17], this operator is computed very efficiently from a cascade of first order causal and anti-causal recursive filters:
where is = -2 4-fi.
Hence, the B-spline coefficients of thc spline curve that interpolates the data P ( k ) are given by:
In a previous paper, we implemented a region-based active contour segmentation ( I ) using these curves and we showed that accurate results are obtained in real time [I] .
However, interpolation is not robust enough in the presence of noise. This is why we propose to use a less constrained approximation method; namely, the smoothing spline method. The idea, initially proposed by Reinsh [24], is to trade interpolation error for smoothness. Indeed, it is known (Schoenherg [22] ) that a cubic spline interpolant minimizes the energy of the second derivative of a function subject to interpolation constraints; instead, Reinsli proposed to minimize a weighted sum of the energy of the second derivative and of the interpolation error at the samples. The result is still a cubic spline, hut it does not satistj anymore the interpolation condition exactly. The interpolation error has heen converted into increased smoothness-smaller energy of the second derivative.
Applying the filtering approach [ 171, we ohtain the smoothing spline coefficients from the direct smoothing spline filter:
?his transfert function is factorized into a product of causal and anticausal filters:
I (
where z8 is the smallest complex root of the characteristic polynomial in the denominator of (.9 ). This prefiltering ap- 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present results obtained for the segmentation of moving ob.jects. Our method is applied to the real "coastguars' video.
The motion-based descriptors for a mobile camera sequence are:
The term Pro,j(I,a-l) is the projection of the image I,-I onto the referential orimage La.
Since these descriptors are region-independent, the evolution equation (3) reduces to:
However, the descrirptor k,,,t is temporal gra&ent. Thus this local tcmi is noise sensitive.
proach provides an efficient method l o compute the smooihinp spline coefficients.
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The positive parameter X quantifies the tradeoff hetween interpolation error and smoothness. For X = 0, no interinterpolating splines. When X increases, a larger amount of interpolation error is allowed, hence the spline snake is smoother. We show in the next section that this feature is largely bencficial to the segmentation of noisy images. polation error is allowed and rhus, we are in the case of In the "coastguard" sequence Fig.Z(a) , the wake o f the boat hehaves like noise for the background descriplor k,,,. Thus the contour evolution equation is corrupted by noise. Fig.Z(b) shows results using the cubic spline interpolation method [IX] . The smoothness of the contour depends only on the contour length regularization parameter 8. However, the foam in the wake of the boat is kept as part of the ob-ject. Fig.Z(c) shows results using the new smoothing spline method proposed here. The smoothness of the contour depends only on the smoothing spline parameter A. Relaxing the rigid interpolation constraiiit brings an obvious improvement: the foam is not kept anymore, whereas the object is still reasonably well-segmented.
We can thus say that the smoothing spline method provides global robustness to noise-like data. The accuracy results on a real video sequence show the improvement ofour smoothing spline method over a direct regularization o f the segmentation criterion.
CONCLIJSION
In this paper, we address here the problem o f image and video segmentation by working out a new region-based method using smoothing cubic spline active contours.
Instead orspline interpolation, we have chosen a smoothing spline approximation because we want the method to be more robust in the presence of noise. As a consequence o f the very low computational cost of the B-spline. implementation, real-time segmentation is achieved. Moreover, the smoothing spline parameter X provides a tunable tradeoff between iirteigolarinrr error and contow srrioothwess. It has to be pointed out that thc range allowed for this paramcter is quite large, which means that it can be chosen a priori for a large 8et of different sequences.
The accuracy results on a real video sequence show the improvement o f our smoothing spline method over a direct regularization of the segmentation criterion.
